
 

Nordic Meeting Vantaa, Finland 2016. 
 

Minutes from NMC Drag Racing 

Chairman: Jukka Räsänen, Finland 

Secretary: Jari Halonen, Finland 

Delegate: Palle Lind, Denmark 

Delegate: Lin Ammundsen, Norway 

Delegate: Rejje Iŕen, Sweden 

Delegate: Jon Bjarni Jonsson, Island  

 

 

Agenda: 

1. Minutes  from last year 

2. Status around the table 

3. Proposals from the Nordic Countries. 

4. Going through and harmonizing of the Nordic Rules  

5. Junior Drag Bike 

6. Nordic Championship 2017 

7. European Championship 2017 

8. Letter from SSB drivers 

9. World Cup 

10. Miscellaneous 

 



 

1. Minutes  from last year: 

Approved. 

 

2. Status around the table: 

Sweden: Numbers of riders is stable.  

Finland: Numbers of riders is increase. 

Norway: Numbers of riders is increase.  

Denmark: Numbers of riders is stable. 

Island: 3 National race. 38 competitors 

3. Proposals from the Nordic Countries: 

NMF will handle Nordic records and they will be published in their 

webpage. 

To NMC: Nordic status report: the numbers of Nordic events and riders  

 

4. Going through and harmonizing of the Nordic Rules: 

Super Gas Bike(SGB) and Super Comp Bike(SCB): also electric engine is allowed 

Deep stating: Commission will do more research next season 

Auto start: organizers can use auto start system, but it’s have to be mention on 

supplementary regulations. Auto start parameters have to be same in all countries. 

“Bellypan”: all country’s will add this rule 

  

5. Junior Drag Bike: 



 
There was no junior camp in 2016. Commission hope that there will be at 

least one in 2017.  

From promoter: preliminary plan is to organize junior camp in the first 

race in Tierp in June. Commission is not happy about this because event 

is really big and we want that organizers focus only to juniors. Lin will be 

discuss this matter with promoter  

One of the commission members has to be presented at the Junior camp. 

 

6. Nordic Championship 2017: 

Promoters contract will end 2017. New contract has to be signed before 

Nordic meeting 2017  

Promoter have send evolution EDRS pro report 

Pre Dates for NMC pro classes: 

2-4 of June in Tierp, Sweden 

6-9 of July in Alastaro, Finland 

27-30 of July in Gardemoen, Norway 

3-6 of August in Tierp, Sweden 

 

 

7. European Championship 2017: 

At the time there is 3 races in the calendar 



 

8. World Championship: 

The contract is signed. First race is in 2018 and only one race 

9. Letter from SSB drivers: 

Lin explain what happened in Gardemoen. What happened in Gardemoen 

was normal race situation. 

 

10. Miscellaneous: 

Young competition: discussed what age you can start racing in each country 

License in different classes: discussed what license standard each country have 

Discussed to harmonize and/or mix top fuel bike and super twin bike classes and technical 

rules 


